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The Production of Mesons by Photons 
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The production of mesons by photons has recently been accomplished 

experimentally,! and at present extensive experimental work is being done 

on the problem. 2 It has been found that the present experimental techniques 

permit the study of the production of mesons by photons with more accuracy and 

in more detail than is possible for production by nucleon-nucleon collision. 

The theoretical analysis of such information is also considerably simplified 

by the nature of the interaction. It will be ~hown that the results depend 

very markedly on the nature of the coupling of the mesons to the electro

magnetic field. Since processes involving such coupling can be handled very 

well for non-relativistic energies by treating the interactions as weak, the 

usual methods of perturbation theory can be applied with some .confi,dence to 

this aspect of the production process. The uncertainties of the nature of 

the coupling of mesons to nucleons, which, as is well known, lead to 

incorrect prediction of scattering phenomena, do not strongly affect this 

process. In fact, the very characteristic differences between the behaviour 

of the photon-ejected spin zero and spin one mesons will be shown to be due 

almost entirely to the nature of the meson coupling to the electromagnetic 

field. 

1McMillan, Peterson, and White; Science 110, 579 (1949) 

2cook, Steinberger, McMillan, Peterson, White; private communications 
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The theory of the production of photo-mesons has been studied by 

a number of people, 3 with the most complete work being the recent contribu-

tion of Feshbach and Laxo The methods used have been those of perturbation 

theory in the weak coupling approximationo Effects of the recoil of the 

nucleons have been neglected. The results obtained differ markedly for the 

various theories. It is not immediately apparent how the characteristic 

differences are related to the detailed features of the theories. It is 

therefore of interest to attempt to understand by classical argument, 

without reference to perturbation theory, some details of the process. It 

has further been thought worthwhile to carry out the calculations using the 

new covariant formalism, eliminating unnecessary approximations and exhibit-

ing the simplicity of the methods. Finally, the higher order corrections 

in the meson-nucleon interaction have been calculated for the pseudoscalar 

theory1 using the new subtraction techniques, and found to give finite'and 

unambiguous results. 

I General Descr~ption 

A. Ratio of Cross Section for Production of Negative and Positive 
Mesons 

One of the most striking of the early experimental observations on 

the production of mesons by photons was the excess of negative over positive 

mesonso 1 At present this is still the best established experimental fact. 

It was pointed· out by Brueckner and Go1dberger4 that very sirnple classical 

3w. Heitler~> .Proco Roy. Soc. 166, 529 (1938) 
:u:., Kobf.~shi and T. Okayama~> Proc. Phys. ~th. Soc. Japan 21, 1 (1939) 
H. So We Jls.ssey and H., C. Corban, Proc. Cambo Soc. 35, 84 "'(I939) and . 

35, 463 (1939) --
L~.·NOrdheim and G.· Nordheim, Phys. Rev. 54, 254 (1938) 
H. Feshbach and M. Lax, Phys. Rev. 76, 134 (1949) 
Lo Foldy 1 Phys c Rev o 22._, 3 72 ( 1949 )--

4K. Brueckner and M. Goldberger, Phys. Rev. 76, 1725 (1949) 



arguments could give an explanation of this result. These arguments simply 

pointed out that there is an essential asymmetry in the production of 

negative and positive mesons. When the former are produced from neutrons, 

the charge-carrying nucleon is the final proton with large recoil velocity. 

When positive mesons are produced, the proton is initially at rest and does 

not interact through its charge. Using the interaction 
~ ""'"77 
V 0 A e 1- v/c cose 

~ -4 
which differs from the non-relativistic e v • A because of retardatio-n 

effects in the interaction of charge with the electromagnetic field, one 

obtains for the ratio of the interactions leading to the production of 

positive and negative mesons _, ~ 
v • A ( I (positives) 

I (negatives 
= 

-e ¥o't! tot 
.:. v/c cose (meson) + e ~1---v ...... /-rc_c..__os G (recoil proton) 

e 1 - v/c cos e meson) 

1 

The ratio of the cross sections then is the square of the ratio of the 

interactions. Using over-all energy and momentum conservation, this ratio 

can be written 

where 

cr (positives) 

cr (negatives) 
= - v/c cose >] 

2 

q
0 

= meson energy including rest energy 

M = nucleon mass 

v = meson velocity 

e = angle between meson and photon 

The dependence on meson energy and angle of this function is given 

explicitly in Figure 1. 

(1} 

(2) 

(3) 

In this very simple argument, the effects of the magnetic moments 

of the particles have been ignored. It is of interest, therefore, to look 



in more detail at the nature of the interaction, including such effects. 

This will indicate what information can be given by a careful measurement 

of the negative-to-positive ratio. One can formulate the argument in the 

following manner: the interaction with the electromagnetic field leading 

to the ejection of mesons is of the form 

I = A
11 

) ~ (1• ,t) ei (i( • ¥• -Kot) dr'dt (4) 

where ~ is the total current carried by the interacting particles. The 

current can be separated into a curl-free and a divergence-free part, the 

former corresponding to a linear motion of charge and the latter to circulat-

ing currents. 

a~v 
ji-L = qv

11 
+ ----- (5) axJ) .. 

1/2 
where v

11 
is the relativistic velocity with spacial components ~/(l-~2 ) , 

q the charge, and M is an anti-symmetric tensor. The interaction then is 
IJ.}.I 

I • ~f Gvl" .,. ~t0 0 1(it • "1• -K0t) d1•dt 

-7 ~ (6) 
• ~) (qvl" - i~vK) ei(K ~ r• -K,t) di-•dt 

We can easily evaluate this integral, considering each interacting particle 

separately. If the wave-length of the radiation is large compared With the 

regi-on over which the charges and currents are distributed, or if one assumes 

a delta-function of position for the spacial distribution, the dependence on 

1• can be given by 

v
11
(t1 ,t) = i(t) f) [!• - "f(t)] 

=- viJ.(t)~ [i• -t(t)](l-p2)1/ 2 

~v (1-• ,t) = r.v.v (t) 8 [?• - f(t)] (1.;.~2 ) 1/2 

The integral for each particle then is 

I • ~f &vl"(t) - iM!>l' (t)K~ (1-~2)1/2 eil1·1(t) - lfo~ dt 

(7) 

(8) 
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Changing variable and partially integrating gives 

I (9) 

If the interaction takes place over a time much less than the period of the 

radiation, the variation of the exponential term can be ignored. This gives 

I = - 6[~p~ * i ~v FIJ.l-'1 
K • p 
- ..J 

where the four-vector produc 1:; is 
~ ~ 

!......:...! = - K0 P 0 + K • P 

and~[ J denotes the change during the interaction. 

(10) 

In this expression for the interaction of the electromagnetic field 

with the charges and currents of the meson-nucleon system, we have not included 

the dependence of the meson emission on such factors as the strength of the 

coupling of the mesons to the nucleons and the spins of the nucleons. We shall 

·assume that a simple multiplicative factor U gives the spin dependence of the 

forces and the strength of the coupling. When we consider the application of 

field theory to this process, we shall see that this actually is so for 

spin-zero mesons. The quantmn nature of the process also has not been 

considered. We actually need the matrix element between the initial and 

final nucleon states of the operator which we have derfved. The interaction 

(11) 

We can use this expression to evaluate the ratio of the cross 

sections for negative and positive mesons. For simplicity we will take the 

mesons to have spin zero, i.e., no ~agnetic mom~nt, and first assume that 

the nucleons interact only.in the proton state. When a positive meson is 



produced, the proton is the initial nucleon at rest and so interacts only 

through its magnetic moment with the transverse photon. 

~ """"7-
A o q U m 

= -e K • q *2 u \v F 
K o I [.LV 

I(+) 

q = meson 4-momentum 

I = initial nucleon 4-momentum 

When a negative meson is produced, the proton is the final recoil nucleon 
7 

carrying current e F/m 

-'> --? ~ ~ 

I(-) = e(_A • q 
\K e q 

A • F_) U- ~ %u F 
K • F) 2 K • F [J.ll 

F = final nucleon 4~omentum 

If we now use over-all 4-momentum conservation, we find that 
~ -7 ~· -7 ? 
A .(___!!__ __ F_) = A • q K • I 

~ !...:_! ~ !L:2. 

and I(-) = ~ -> -> 
F\-LJ 

K • I A • q u ~~ e K .- q 
+,. 

K • F 2 K•I - J 
K •]; I(+) = 
K " F 

Therefore, under these assumptions, the plus-to-minus ratio would be 

a- (+) 

cr (-) 
= (~)2 

K • I 

This is the same result obtained when magnetic moment terms were ignored 

(Equation 3). It is interesting to observe that the ratio· of the linear 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

current interactions is the same as the r~tio of the magnetic-moment inter-

actions, so that the plus-to-minus ratio is independent of the values of 

u = f F t u "//I 

~V = f/ ~v tyi 
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If the nucleons do not interact only in the proton state, but 

instead with anomalous moments, we can write 

~y (proton) = 'Yp ~v 

~).) (neutron) = -rN ~.v 

where r = magnitude of magnetic moment of nucleon in Bohr magnetons 

This 

I(+) 

I(.-) 

Y'p - 2.,87 ( 

= lo91 

gi~es for the ratio of the interactions 
--'t-7 . 

-e .!:9. u - ~ F l-L v(fr -~:-.l:iL.) =~-v-=u 
= ~ - K"J--!:Kc:·::F:...:_;__ ____ _ 

e Aoq u K•I m F G r ) M. u 
K• q K;F + 2 ~ K~F + 2...liL -1-Ll.l ..........__, __..,. K•I --- -

then the factor U cancels. The ratio of the cross section averaged over 

photon polarization and nucleon-moment.orientation gives 

cr (+) 

o- (-) 

Therefore., if the interaction is of this type, the ratio of the cross 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

. 2 

sections is nearly unchanged by the anomalous moments, since ~ -2 percent. 

This is a result of the predominance of the.coupling of the el~ctromagnetio 

field to the linear motion of charge, i.e., to the electric dipole for.med by 

the meson-nucleon charges., 

If ~ 1 ,,U> > Mt1,·or what is equivalent, the magnetic moment terms 
. r-" , l-J.V 

are pre dominant in the interaction., 

a- ( +) [1 Yp- YN ~ (1- ;oose) r = 
. a-(-) Yp + YN Mc2 

= [1 - .20 ~g2 0- ~ oos$~ 2 
(19) 

This function is given graphically in Fig~re 1. It is apparent that, if 
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nucleon moment interactions are importants the introduction of a magnetic 

moment for the neutron removes much of the as~netry in-the process 

leadi~g to the production of positive and negative mesons, leading to a 

plus-to-minus ratio which is nearly one. 

We remark here that we have assumed that, with photons at energies 

of about the meson rest energy, the nucleons interact with the anomalous 

moments observed in a static fieldo This will be true only if the circu

lating currents which give rise to the anomalous moments are confined to 

a region small compared with the wave-length of the radiation. If this 

is not true, the anomalous moments will show energy dependence and the 

values of the static moments cannot be used. 

We have ignored the interaction of the meson magnetic moments. 

These could contribute only if the meson were a vector particfe, i.e., 

with spin one. It is apparent that such interactions are symmetrical for 

the production of either negative or positive mesons. Therefore strong 

meson-moment interactions would give a negative-to-pqsitive.ratio close 

to one. 

One can conclude that a verification of the results (3) would 

indicate that the meson does not interact strongly through a magnetic 

moment and that the neutron anomalous magnetic moment does not play an 

important part in the process. We have seen that these conclusions do 

not depend on the nature of the coupling of the mesons to the nucleons. 

Eo Angular Distribution 

If the photon is absorbed by the ejected meson at photon energies 

for example of 200-300 Mev D ~ = v/c for the meson will not be small 

compared with oneo The angular distribution will show large asymmetry 

about 90 degrees due to the presence in the differential cross section 



of the denominator 

which appears because of the retardation effects in the interaction of 

charge with the electromagnetic field.. ·However, if the absorption of 

the photon is through its coupling with the nucleon, v/c < <1 for the 

nucleon and the angular distribution will be nearly symmetric about 90 

degrees., "One would therefore expect that the degree of symmetry would 

indicate which particle interacts most strongly with the photon. 
~ -7 

If the interactions are principally of the form e v • A then, 

(20) 

since the photon field is transverse, the angular spectra must fall off to 

zero at 0 or 180 degrees. Spectra which do not exhibit this behaviour must 

be due to magnetic moment-like interactions. 

II Principal Features of Various Theoretical Results 

The calculations 9 unless othennse specified, are for the first 

non-vanishing order in which the process can take place. The nucleons 

are treated as Dirac particles and the effects of their recoil ·are fully 

taken into account. The scalar, pseudosca.lar, vector, and pseudovector 

theories are considered 9 using the couplings with the nucleon field which 

do not involve derivatives of the meson field. 

The spectra. shown in Figures 2, 3, 4.and 5 are for mesons 

produced by a. dK/K photon spectrum. This approximates the bremsstrahlung 

energy distribution at high energies which is used in the laboratory to 

produce mesons. The relation between the meson and the photon energy, as 

a function of angle, is given in Figure 9. 

A. Scalar Meson 

The scalar meson characteristically shows a dipole angular distri-

' bution, (Figure 2) at low energies which is strongly distorted forward at 
• 
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energies above a few Mev by the denominator (Equation 20). This is due to 

the predominance of the photon-meson interaction and the absence of a 

magnetic moment for the mesone This simple result is quite analogous to 

the low-energy photo-electric effect in an atom, since the mesons are 

spherically symmetric in distribution about the nucleon, and the photon 

interacts relatively weakly with the nucleon. This is in accordance with 

the fact that the meson cloud about the nucleon extends to distances of 

the order n/~c 9 while the circulating currents associated with the 

magnetic moment of the nucleon are distributed over a region of order 
2 

~/Me and therefore give contributiohs which are smaller in the ratiothlJ • 

The plus-to-minus ratio from the lowest order calculations is the same as 

that obtained by the classical argument, as would be expected since the 

nucleons are treated as Dirac particles and the meson has no magnetic 

moment interactiono 

Bo Pseudoscalar Meson 

The pseudoscalar theory shows a roughly isotropic angular distri-

bution (Figure 3) indic~ting the predominance of the coupling of the photon 

to the magnetic moment of the nucleono The unimportance of the electric-

dipole terms in the interaction, i.e., the coupling to the linear motion of 

charge 9 is due to the close binding of the meson cloud to the nucleon. The 

probability of finding a meson at a distance ~/~c, which is the wave-length 

of the photon 9 is relatively small. However, the direct coupling of the 

photon to the magnetic moment of the nucleon, preceded or followed by the 

emission of the final meson~ is relatively probable. Examination of the 

matrix elements involved in these transitions indicates that this behaviour 

is due to the existence of intermediate states in which the nucleon under-

goes transitions to negative energy states. For such processes the matrix 

elements of the couplings to the electromagnetic and ~eson fields are of 



' 
the order one instead of v/c for the nucleons. The ratio of negative to 

positive mesons given by the lowest order calculation is the same as that 

for the scalar theoryo 

Preliminary experimental results indicate that the spectrum of 

mesons observed is roughly isotropic in angular distribution as predicted 

by the pseudoscalar theoryo Therefore this theory was selected for examina-

tion of the corrections of higher order in the nucleon-meson coupling 

constant go This involves another emission and reabsorption of a virtual 

meson 9 as indicated in Figure 7o It was hoped that the investig~tion of 

the corrections would answer questions concerning the contribution of the 

anomalous magnetic moments of the nucleons and the possible large effects 

of corrections to processes in which the photon is coupled directly to the 

meson or its associated Dirac vacuum field. Examination of the effects of 

higher order processes would also indicate the probability that the expansi9n 

in powers of g2/4~ would actually lead to a convergent series. 

The calculation of the next higher order terms shows that they 

give contributions about as large as the first order terms, th~refore 

casting grave doubts on the convergence of the expansion and the validity 

of the application of perturbation methods of this kind. 

The largest contribution to the corrections comes from the 

anomalous magnetic moments of the nucleons, Figures 7-Bl 11 7-B2 and 7-B3. 

The anamalous moments differ considerably trom those which the nucleons 

exhibit in a static field 9 as calculated by Case. 5 Non-static effects occur 

in the interaction which decreases the magnitude of the moments and also 

change the sign of the proton moment. This result ind'icates that it may 

not be correct to assume that the nucleons interact, with their statio 



maments 9 in high energy processese The actual magnitude of these corrections, 

howeverp probably can be believed only in a very qualitative way. 

Corrections in which the meson creates virtual nucleon pairs 

(Figure 7~A1) 9 one of which may interact directly with the photon (Figure 7-~), 

give negligible contributions and so do not affect the predominance of the 

coupling of the photon to the nucleon through the Dirac and anomalous moments. 

Co Vector and Pseudovector 

The vector theory shows a strongly asymmetric angular distribution 

(Figure 4)D indicating the predominance of the photon-meson interaction. 

This distribution is also peaked markedly forward showing that the inter

action is due at least in part to the magnetic moment of the ~eson. The 

pseudovector theory shows a nearly isotropic angular spectrum (Figure 5). 

This 9 however 9 is not due to the largeness of the nucleon photon coupling 

but to the large magnetic moment interaction of the meson. The negative 

to positive ratio (Figure 6) also reflects the large effects of the magnetic 

moment of the spin-one mesons~ differing considerably from the result 

obtained by ignoring th~ meson moment. Also very characteristic of vector 

and pseudovector meson is the rapid increase of the cross section with 

energy (Figures 4 and 5)o This is due both to the strong energy dependence 

of the electromagnetic field coupling with longitudinally polarized mesons 

and to the magnetic moment interactions. 

Higher order corrections probably ~ould not particularly affect 

these results, since processes involving production of virtual nucleon 

pairs by the mesons seem to give negligible contributions. Higher order 

processes involving the coupling of the photon to the nucleon and its 

associated meson field would give corrections to terms which are already 

relatively unimportant in the process. 



III Method of Calculation 2 Lowest Order 

The calculation of matrix elements can be greatly simplified by 

use of the Feynman-Dyson methodse 6 The necessary operators can be derived 

by a technique due to Feynman$ the correctness of which can also be demonstrated 

by the Dyson methodso The calculations can also be carried out by the older 

methods of perturbation theory to give exactly the results derived here. 

The meson couplings to the nucleon field that are used are those which do 

not involve derivatives of the meson field, since these introduce non-

renormalizable singularities in higher order processes. 

· In the following, the notation used has ~ = c = M = 1, where M 

is the nucleon masso Therefore» all energies and momenta will be measured 

in units of the nucleon masso All products of the form ~-will be under
~_,. 

stood to be 4-vector productsp YJ"ith A•B = -A B + A•B. We also use the 
- 0 0 

notation!= Ul-1- I'll with the Dirac matrixes Y'i = i ai ~ (i = 1,2;3), 

1 4 = ~· The adjoint operator 'Vt is related to the complex conjugate by 

'Yt = iYI*r. 
. . 4 

The equation ~f motion for the fields are . 

A. Free Particles 

(P - i)"f = 0 

(0-K 2 )~ = 0 

_§__ GQb_ ~- "2" • 
8 4.1. a ~ <Jxv . v 

0 

The last equation can also be written 

(0 - K 2>¢v = 0 

with the divergence condition 

~ = 0 
a~ 

6R. Po Feynman~ Physo Revo 76$ 769 (1949) 
F. J. Dyson$ Physo Revo ~$ 1736 (1949) 

Dirac 

spin zero 

spin one 

spin one 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 



Bo Interaction Of Mesons With Dirac Field 

U = (-1) 1/ 2 scalar 

pseudo scalar 

vector 

pseudovector 

The last equation can be written 

co -t•hP, =~~'-)1,- ~2 ~}rr ~ r 
<~ - i > r = g 1> u r spin zero 

= gtuvyr spin one , 

Co Interaction With Electromagnetic Field. 

Dirac 

spin zero 

spin one 

To order ep these can b0 written 

cr.-i)f= Dirac· ,__ 

<o-ff>¢ = spin zero 

spin one 

(25) 

(26) 

(26 I) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(28 I) 

(29 I) 

(301) 

If we consider the direct solution of these equations of motion, 

' following Feynmanvs general argume~ts, we find the following expressions to 
\ 

be inserted into the Feynm~-Dyson di~gramg 

B v Emission Of a",Meson Of gU spin zero (31) 

l>Komentum P 

spin one, 

polarization lJ 



·. 

Cu. Absorption Of a ... eA 
= 

Dirac 

(spin zero, 

l mom en tum P 1 

1.1. 

spin one, 

momentum P' 
t.L 

initial polarization tJ. 

final polarization :V 

Do Propagation of an Intermediate Particle 

With Momentum P~ 

1 
P' - i = 

Dirac (33) 

-1 
pt2 +K 2 boson"' mass ~ 

Exponential factors of the form ei~ have been omitted since after spacial 

integrations have been carried out, they simply give 4-momenturn conserve.-

tion at each point of the diagram and for the over-all process.o 

Using these expressions we can now write down ma~rix elements 

directlyo A virtual meson emitted by a nucleon can absorb a photbn and go 

into a free meson. This is represented by the diagram A, Figure 7. 

ge lfFt [2~ =l · u] l/f ~ 
(q-K)2 +K2 I 

spin zero (34) 

(35) 

The nucleon can emit a real meson 9 going into a virtual inter-

mediate stateD and then absorb the photono The photon absorption can 

also come first 9 followed by the meson emissiono This prdcess is 

represented by the diagram B, Figure 7o 



spin zero (36) 

spin one (37) 

If the nucleons are treated as Dirac particless the photon can be 

absorbed only by a protono Therefore~ this _diagram represents the 

production of a negative mesono For production of a positive mesonD simply 

replace I by F and invert the order of the operatorse 

Combining these two contributions from diagrams A and Bg we 

obtain for the lowest order matrix element f'or the transition 

= spin zero 

For negative mesons replace I by F in the bracketo This i.s of the form 

(Equation 11) derived above 9 with the moment tensor for the Dirac field 

~v = ; _y~ = : ·a-lkv 

. [2Aoq <f;v -+-Au~ - KJ)h ~ Aoi 
M~ = ge \jl. U - - -
-.,:: F V 2 rl - V K 9 I ·---
-

A.. ~ _ ~v - lv~ rb - b ¢..!J,~~ llf ~ -· 2 r: spin one 
JJ 2IoK 1\ 2qoK · I 
~ ,...__.. . 

For negative mesons replace I by F in bracket and 

In these expressions we can demonstrate gauge invariance by 

substituting 

AIL=~+~ 

= ~ + i~!\ 

which should leave the matrix element for the transition M2 unchangedo 

This is equivalent to shovnng that replacing ~ by ~ reduces M2 to zeroo 

That this is so can be seen by i·z:spections using 

K K = = 0 

(38) 

(40) 

(41) 



,; 

If we now specialize to the transverse vector potential, ~is 

zero since the momentum ~·iS along the direction of the photon momentum. 

We then have for the spin-zero mesons 

~ (positive) 

IVIz (negative) 

= 

= Kor M2 (positives) 
K"F 

This is the same result as that obtainod above (Equation 7). 

(42) 

The differential cross section in the laboratory system then can 

be obt;ained from 

do-= 277,M2 J

2 
Pp (43) 

where 11Iz is to be summed over meson and final nucleon spins and avcru[;ed 

over initial nucleon spin and photon polarization. The ~3u:m over meson 

spin can be made easilyo If E is the {~-vector representing the ,~,irection 
l.l. 

of polarization of the meson ''hic.h ;;<-<tis:C'ies 

= 0 divergence condition (14) 

= normalization condition (45) 

then 

L. (46) 
spin 

Carrying out the indicated sums and averae;es g:i ves, after simplification 

of resultinc expressions in the laborat,H·y systemJ for po3i tive mesons 

scalar (47) 

pseudoscalar (48) 



. (49) 

Vector 

For pseudovector~ add to vector 

1 [- 2 (crK)
2 

_ 2 (ij·K)3 + 6 q2 sin2eJ 
(q eK)2 (\ Z 1f4 ----
Finallyp if we wish to apply these expressions to the ca.lcula-

tion of the spectrum of mesons produced by a photon beam which is the 

result of the bremsstrahlung of energy electrons, we can represent the 

distribution of energies in the photon beam by 

<P (K) 
dK 
I\ 

(50) 

(51) 

where cp (K) is a. factor, nearly one over the part of the spectrum of interest, 

h . h . d' t 'h d f d t f th . 1 dK d' t 'b t· 7 
w 1c 1n 1ca es -c e egree o epar ure rom e s1mp. e K 1s r1 u -lon. 

At a given meson energy~ the distribution in photon energies leads to a 

distribution in meson angles, with the energies and angle related by conserva-

tion of energy and momentum 

If 

then 

K = 

do---= 
dq dn 

0 

1 - q0 + q cose 

This spectrum is that shovm in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7, with<j> (K) set equal 

to one. 

7w. Heitler 9 The Quantum Theory of Radiation, page 170 

(52} 

(53) 



IV Higher Order Corrections~ 

The perturbation calculations carried out in II are for the lowest 

non-vanishing order in the coupling constants g and eo · The corrections of 

order e3 and higher are corf~4¢1ered negligible.~~ which is probably justified 

for non-relativistic energies because of the smalll1:2'SS of the expansion 

e 2 1 3 parameter-= - o Therefore 9 only terms of order eg are calculated. 
4?1' 137 

The pseudoscalar theory is considered because it gives predictions in 

l qualitative agreement-with the experimental results of McMillan; et al., 

and because of the simplicity of the theory. Pseudoscalar coupling is 

used 9 which is equivalent to pseudovector coupling in lowest order but 

not in the higher order processes~~ The calculations made are for energies 

near threshold ·where the momen~.a of the particles can be ignored relative 

to ~he rest energieso 

The possible diagrams for the corrections to the lowest order 

result for the production of positive mesons are given in Figure 7o The 

diagrams B3 S' 0~ c
1 

are forbidden siilce the nucleons indicated as interacting 

with the photon are in the neutron stateo Diagrams involving neutral mesons 

are also omitted. 6 Following ])yson 9 we wrJ.l f'ir2t evalu;:~.te the corrections 

to the basic operators which are inserted into the r~u.l.trix element represent• 

ing an irreducible diagram9 and then specialize to the diagrams listed in 

Figure 7o Corrections of the following types appear (Figure 8)1 

I11 A nucleon, propagating as a virtual particle, can emit and reabsorb a 

virtual mesono This corresponds to Dyson~s vacuum polarization of the 

second kindo The diagram includes nucleon mass and mesonic charge renormali-

zatlon effectso 

Ilo A meson, propagating as a virtual particleg can produce a nucleon pair, 

which then annihilate to givB the meson again. The diagram includes meson 

mass and mesonic charge renormalization effectso 



IIIo A meson~ interacting with the electromagnetic field, can instead 

produce a nucleon pair one of which interacts with the fieldo 

IVc 9 Vo A nucleon 9 interacting with the electromagnetic field, can emit a 

virtual mesono Eitper particle can then interact with the field. This 

corresponds to the nucleon anomalous moment terms. Diagrams III, IV, and V 

include electronic charge renormalization effects. 

For diagram I 9 the correction leads to the replacement of 

l 
p = i. 

by 
1 

p - i 
(55) 

the integral can be evaluated 9 keeping convergence by integrating to a 

fixed upper limit which will finally be allowed to become infinite, to give 

J(P) = 7T2 (
1 

dx [= _!(1-x) + i] ·[ lnL - 1] 
~0 -- ~(p2) 

(56) 

where 

(57) 

Following Dyson we now make the expansion 

J(P) = u(o) ,. P t!!J) . "R 
t.l.~pt.t. P=O 

0 
(58) 

where R
0 

is finite as A 2-7 oo o Rc is now separated into 

R
0 

= A + B(X -i) + (P-i) R
0 

1 (59) 

where A and B are independent of P and Rca~ 0 as r--1 -1 and _f-7 io 

The renormalized J(P) then is 

(P ~ i)1r2 (1 dx[ix (g_- i)- 2x- (P
2 

+ 1) 
;:=.. )o p2 + 1 

(1 ·~ x) @(-1) 2x2 (1-x)J ( ) ln - 60 
~(p2) ¢ (-1) 

(61) 

where the curly bracket is the same as above. Now if we use the properties 



of ·-y to give 
5 

)/f t 1 (!: = i) r F 5 ,........ 

we find , 

- q;-t-y Cf_+~=i) 
F 5 - -

"" =i(2 * /'\') 'Y t -1 
F 5 

This integral can be evaluated numerically to give 
2 

M4(B1) = =lo26 g~ I~(B) 
16 

The correction from this process could also be interpreted as a non-

static correction to the magnetic moment of the protono 

(62) 

(63) 

For diagram IIs Figure 8~ the correction leads to the replacement 

of ..;1 

by 

Carrying out the indicated spur sum and,integration gives for the. 

integral 

where 

f (P
2

) = x(l = x) P2 + 1 

Expansi~n about P2 = = 11 2 gives 

where 

Application to diagram Ap Figure 7 9 gives 

M4 (Al) ;; ge ~ ~ t -y 5 'fr =2 2A o g_ 
(q=K) +·1'\2 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

(69) 



Near threshold 

Using this 

2' 2K"' 

Since K
2

r- 1/40 9 the contribution from this higher order process is less 

than 1 percento 

For diagram 111 9 replace 2 e AoP --
by 

g e d 4f sp Y. 1 A . 1 I' _1_ 
2 ) { J 

(2 71) 
4 5 

..:.: + l_ ~ i ~!. ~ !_ - i 
5 ~- i 

The integralg after taking indicated spur sum 9 is 

J(K) 2 \1 dx J~ dy = =8 7{ Aop 
........- 0 

rl ~ x) ~ (K) +- 2x + 1 
+ (2 -3x/2 ) [ln ~ • 3/2]} 

2 f (K) ' 1\2 

where 

4> (K) = 1 ~X (1 = x)K- 2 - 2y(l- x) KoP ----

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

and the final momentum P = K + P 9 has been taken to satisfy the relation 

for a free particle 

p2 +-lt2 ::: 0 

Subtraction of the charge renormalization term J(O) leaves the finite 

expressiqn 

J(K) = J(O) = ~8 7r2 ~ (1 dx (x dy (2x + 1 (___!_ - _1_) (73) 

)o )o ( 2 \t<~) </>Co) 

+ (2 - 3x/2) ln ~ (K) } 
(0) . 

Application to diagram A29 Figure 7Dgives 

(74) 



where 

e u / e '"' g2 /16 7f 2 4/3 K 4 

Since ~2 ~1/40 9 the contribution from this higher order process is again 

less than 1 percento 

Diagram IV 9 Figure 89 also gives the anomalous magnetic moment 

terms for a static fieldo The expression to be inserted for such a vertex 

graph 9 with an initial protonD is 

For an initial neutron 9 the interacting meson has a negative charge and 

this expression changes sign~ The integral is 

e dx (X (A. [ln X = 3/2] 
)o )o /:- ¢CK) 

where 

~ (K) = (1 = y)l\2 +y [1 + (l- y)I2 +2 I•K (1- x)] 

If one now uses the identity 

AK . (F-i) tr i) Ao I = = + Al. + = A + A \.;1;,. ~ 
-- 2;;;::: 2 ;:;::::::..=. 2 

and subtracts the term for which K is zero and the nucleons satisfy the 

Dirac equation for a free particle~ i~eo 

'f F t (!; = i ) = (.:_ = i ) '1Jf1 = 0 

r2 "' ~ - col 

one obtains the finite expression 

7r dx dy A ln + 2y ··- - . A• I +- .-0 • 
2 f1 

)x f ~ [~--'--· (x_=-=-.;y )=l.--_;__( 1 -----..,-__:.ex) F=-+-· ij· . · 2rA...J 
0 0 = ~(K) .~ (K) .___. ¢ (0) 

Application to diagram B2 ~ Figure 7D with~.= 0 for the initi~l nucleon 

at rest and a transverse photonD gives 

(75) 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 



If we examine these matrix elements 9 it is apparent that the 

corrections from diagrams I 9 IV 9 and V are equivalent to an interaction 

by the nucleons with an anomalous moment in Bohr magnetons 

proton 

neutron 

g2/l6~2 (o88 = lo26) = -o38 

g2/l6~2 (o88 ~ .32) = -o56 

These results are to be contrasted with those of Case 9
5 who also calculated 

the anomalous moments for a static fi.eld 9 using pseudoscalar meson theory. 

He found that for charge symmetric theory 9 the anomalous moments were 

proton 

neutron 

o65 g2 /16-,f. 

=lo 61 g2 /16~ 

where the notation has been adjusted to agree with that used here~ 

We find therefore that the correction of order eg3 is the sum 

of the contributions from the graphs A1.9 Az 9 Bp B2 , c2 , C
3

o The first 

two give corrections which are less than 1 percent and can be neglected 

relative to the otherso The remaining correction is 

g2/167f [ .. es = lo26] M2 (B) = g2/l6; [-o88 + .,3~ M2 (c) 

Ool8 g2/16~ M2(B) 

Since g2/47! is about 47f D we sr::e that the contribution from the fourth 

order terms is about one=sixth as large as that from the lowest ordero 

The smallness of the total effect.? however., is due to near cancellation 

of the large contributions from the individual effects.. This cancella-

tion is probably fortuitous and cannot be expected to be repeated for the 

next order processeso We also see that the corrections do not affect the 

predominance of nucleon moment interactions» characteristic of the pseudo-

scalar theory 0 and that this is probably true if effects of even higher 

order are includedo 

V Conclusions 

We have seen that certain features of the process of production 

of mesons by photons are nearly independent of the nature of the coupling of 



where 

e•/e • g
2
/16,/- )~ dx ;: dy [ :f + (~Y: y)" 2 * ln {a-J 

: 0 88 g2 /16.,;-

Diagram VD Figure 8 9 also gives an anomalous magnetic moment term. 

The expression to be inserted for the vertex graph is 

=g e4 d 4Q ~ 1 A 1 15 . 1 2 J . 
(27f) ! =!:__~ i =-I =g_= i ~<:! +}\2 

(80) 

~ -----
The integral i.s 

2 (1 . ( [ 2 71 · ) 
0 

dx ) 
0 

dy 
[Q, .E.+- i + y~+ (x = y) ~ A_[t,- i - y-t,- (x- y) ~] (81) 

zcp 

where 

'"' x +. (1 = x)#\
2 

= 2(1 = x) (x - y) FoK + x(l - x) F2 
-"--

Subtraction of the renormalization term~ using 

1f'F (F = i) = (I~i)f = 0 
::::.::.. I 

and setting K = 0 leaves the finite expression 

rr2 (
1 

dx t dj[~+ i + Yb+ (x- y)Jl _,~J;!._- i- y.E.- (x- y)~ 
}o )o ~ if>. (K) 

x2;.., </J(O} J 
= (/)c;) +A ln cp(K) 

Application to the diagram C39 Figure 7 9 taking~:::: 0~ gives 

M4 (c3 ) = err/e M
2

(c) 

where 

and 

This is equivalent to a. magnetic moment interaction for the neutron. 

(82) 

(83) 



mesons to nu&leonsb In particular one can expect through the measurement of 

.the distribution in energy and angle of photo-mesons at energies above a 

few Mevs 

lo To determine with some confidence the spin of the mesong 

through the characteristic behaviour of particles with a magnetic moment in 

the electromagnetic fieldo The strong energy dependence of the coupling 

of spin-one mesons to photons has been used previously by Christy and Kusaka9 

to demonstrate that cosmic ray mesons cannot be of this typeo 

2., To examine the distribution of mesons about the nucleon, since 

if the distribution extends to distances of the order n/~c, one would 

expect that the electric-dipole terms would be predominant in the cbupling 

to the electromagnetic fieldo Only if the meson distribution is singular, 

ioeo 9 closely bound to·the nucleons, can one expect the interaction with 

the circulating currents of the magnetic moments to become relatively 

importanto 

3., Through a measurement of the plus-to~inus ratio to determine 

the effects of a meson ~nagnetic moment. and the nature of the anomalous 

moments for the nucleons., The anomalous moments will be nearly independent 

of the frequency of the electro=magnetio field only if they are confined 

to regions small compared with the wave-length of_the radiation., 

The further details of the calculation made with perturbation 

theory can probably not be accepted quantitatively since higher order 

corrections are not negligibleo For examples e:tplioit calcul~tion of 

the higher order effects for the pseudosoalar theory predicts large 

anomalous magnetic moment interactions for the nucl~ons including correo• 

tions 9 as large as the lowest order terms 9 corresponding to polarization 

of the vacuum by the nuoleonso The anomalous moments are considerably 

9Physo Revo ~~ 414 (1941) 



sme,ller than those which the nucleons exhibit in a static f'ield and 

different in sign for the protone The importance of the corre~tions for 

the pseudoscalar theory appears to be the result of the close binding of 

the mesons to the nucleons 9 which in turn leads to the characteristic 

predominance of the nucleon magnetic moment interactions in the production 

process., Higher order effects 6 however, do not change the general features 

of the lowest order resultso There, therefore, seems to be ground for 

hope that the lovrest order calculations.for all of the theories may 

give qua~_itatively correct resultso 

2 The experimental results obtained by the Berkeley ~~rkers, 

although~till preliminary 6 indicate that mesons of 40-100 Mev·produced 

by photons on hydrogen are nearly isotropic in angular distribution from 

45-135 degrees in the laboratory system.. The cross section for mesons 

produced in this energy and angular range from hydrogen appear~ to decrease 

slowly with increasing meson energyo The magnitude of the total cross 
/-

section, about lo-28 cm2 , can be fitted for the theories giving roughly 

isotropic angular spectra at low energies (Figures 3 and 5) ~ith a value 
2 

of the coupling constant ____g;.=_ of about 40 for pseudoscalar mesons and Oo4 for 
47Tnc 

pseudovector mesons., The mesons produced from carbon show an excess of 

negative over positive mesons in the ratio of lo7 + 0.2 in the energy range 

of 30-100 Mev observed at 90 degrees to the photon beam direction. This 

is in agreement with the ratio given in Figure 1, with the assumption that 

the neutron does not interact with the electromagnetic field. However, 

it is not clear that the complications of the binding of the nucleons 

in the carbon nuc,leus are unimportanto A more detailed study of the 

dependence on energy and angle ·of the negative-to-positive ratio is being 

·carried on at present~ 

.i 

' 



These results all seem to indicate that the general features of 

the pseudoscalar meson theory are correct, ioeo, the zero spin of the meson 

and the close binding of the meson cloud to the nucleonso It is hoped that 

the degree of validity of these conclusions will be indicated as the 

experimental work is oompletedo 
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Titles of Figures 

1. The ratio of the cross sections for the production of neg<.tive and 

positive mesons. The solid curves are calculated with the assumption 

that the neutron does not interact with the electromagnetic field, the 

dotted curves with the assumption that the neutron interacts with the 

anomalous n.oment observed in a static field. The energies indicated in 

this and the following figures are the meson energies, which are related 

to the ~hoton energy as shown in Figure 9. 
-~:,,\ 

2. Angular distribution of scalar mesons from dK/K photon spectrum. 

3. Angular distribution of pseudscalar mesons from dK/K photon spectrum, 

4. Angular distribution of vector mesons from dK/K pl-:oton spectrum. 

5. Angular distribution of pseudovector meson from dK/K photon spectrum. 

6. Ratio of cross sections for production of positive and negative meson: 

vector and pseudovector theory. 

7. Diagrams for photo-meson production. Diagrams A,B, C are for pro-

duction in lowest order ge; diagrams with subscripts are for production 

in order g3e. 

8o Details of higber order corrections. 

~. Relation between meson and photon energy as a function of the angle 

of the meson with photon beam direction. 
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Production of n--mesons in Nucleon-Nucleon Collisipns 



I Ir~troduction 

A problem of considerable interest in meson theory is the production 

of mesons in nucleon-nucleon collisionso The intimate connection predicted 

by meson theory between this process and ordinary nucleon-nucleon scattering 

provided an excellent and basic opportunity for testing the fundamental as-

sumptions of meson theoryo The meson theory of nuclear forces assumes that 

n'~mesons~ found to interact strongly with nuclei» are responsible for the 

coupling between nucleonsa Since this coupling via the meson field implies 

the existence of virtual mesons in the mutual field of two nucleonsj it 

should be possible, if sufficient energy is available~ for virtual mesons 

to be materialized as free and observable particleso A comparison of the 

predictions of the theory with the experimental measurements of nucleon~ 

nucleon scattering and of meson production should indicate whether this 

basic assumption is quantitatively correcto 
"'I 

Experiments are now being carried out &t Berkeley""" which give infor·-

mation about the production of charged and neutral mesons in neutron~proton 

and proton=proton collisionso It is of interest to consider in a systematic 

manner the theory of the production in order to understand what can be 

learned from these experimentsu 

The production of mesons in nucleon~nucleon collisions has been 

studied in considerable detail by a number of theoretical workers .. 2 The 

most thorough theoretical analyses which have been made can be divided into 

two typesg 1) an application of the meson field theory of nuclear forces 

to the problem considered as a third order process9 and 2) an attempt to 

describe phenomenologically the scattering of the nucleons associated with 

the meson emission and oruy the meson emission itself by meson field theoryu 

The first method suffers from the well=known failure of meson theory to 



-.32 ... 

describe nuclear forces in more than a qualitative way and from the more 

general failure of perturbation theory in the weak coupling approximation 

applied to problems in which the coupling is not weak. This method can, 

however, be applied rigorously in the lowest order and with this limi-

tation gives a logically complete description of the process. Also, be-

cause of the close relation between high energy nucleon-nucleon scattering 

(virtual meson exhanges) and meson production (virtual meson exchanges 

together with a real meson emission) , a theory which gives quali t!:r~ively 

correct.results for the former process might be expected to be correct to 

a similar approximation for the latter. 

The second method based on a more phenomenological approach de-

cribes the meson emission on the basis of field theory but separates the 

nucleon-nucleon scattering, which gives the momentum transfer necessary for 

over-all energy and momentum conservation, and attempts to describe this in 

terms. ?f the experimentally measured potentials. This method is inadequate 

in as far as processes can occur in the meson production which cannot be 

described in terms of the scattering process preceded or followed by meson 

emission. Such processes are for example the interruption of a virtual 

meson exchange by a real meson emission. These precesses are equivalent 

to scatterings which take place far off the energy shell~ i.e., where energy 

and momentum are related very differently from the relationship for free 

particles. Only if such processes give unimportant contributions can the 

phenomenological approach be approximately correct. However, if this as .. 

sumption is made, the calculation can be made, the calculation can be made 

in a manner much more independent of meson field theory than is the third 

order perturbation calculationo 

The rigorous treatment of meson production as a third order process 



is complicated by mathematical difficulties in integrating the cross-sections 

over the momenta of the final nucleons to give a result which depends only 

on the meson momentum. This problem has been partially solved by Cecille 

Morette2 for pseudoscalar mesons with pseudoscalar coupling who~ however, 

ignored the effects of the Pauli principle, and so introduced a rather large 

error (about 50%) in the cross-section near threshold., Her expressions for 

the cross-sections also have been averaged over meson and nucleon charges 

and so do not separately give the cross-sections for charged and neutral 

mesons for neutron-proton and proton-proton collisions., Since these separate 

quantities are those which can be.deterrnined experimentally, it is of inter-

est to calculate them. We therefore have in Section II considered the cal-

culation of the transition matrix elements on the basis of rigorous third 

order perturbation theory, and obtained the expressions for scalar theory, 

pseudoscalar theory with pseudoscalar and pseudovector coupling, and vector 

theory with vector coupling., The calculations are made in the center~of-

mass system for energies near threshold where the velocities of the final~ 

particles are small. Corrections of the order of v2/c2 for the final nucleons 

and meson are neglected, so the results are only applicable for incident nu-

clean energies of 350 to 400 Mev corresponding to maximum meson energies in 

the center-of-mass system of 23 to 44 Mev., 

The second method of calculation~ treatin~ the nucleon-nucleon inter

action phenomenologically, has been carried out by Marshak and Fold~ for 

scalar mesons and for pseudoscalar mesons with pseudovector coupling., They 

found a zero cross-section for scalar mesons and a very small cross=section 

(about 10-Jl at 350 Mev) for pseudoscalar mesons., Both of these results 

disagree with the experimentally observed1 large cross section of the order 

of lo-28 cm2, however, their treatment suffers from an unrealistic choice 



of the nuclear potentials since they assumed charge independence of the 

forces at the large momentum transfers necessary for meson production. 

Experimentally, high energy neutron-proton and proton-proton scattering are 

qualitatively different. Approximate agreement with the experimental re

sults at high energy is given by the potentials4 

-~(1 +- Px)/2 exp(-ftr)/477'"r for N-P scattering, g2NP/4.,.-~ .479 

-g2 pp(<T'"l··l7,0 )(a- 2 . v ~) exp~ r)/417"r for P-P scattering9 

2 
g pp/4tr'(!? e0418 

where Px is the space exchange operator. The choice of the P~P potential 

~s not unique; any potential which predicts a very singular and strong 

interaction in P states would give approximate agreement with the high 

energy scattering. This potential is chosen since it corresponds to pseudo-

scalar theory with pseodovector coupling. Using these potentials it is of 

interest to carry out calculations similar to those done by Marshak and 

Foldy to see if sufficiently large cross sections can be obtained to ex-

plain the experimental results. 

This method is applied in Section III to the calculation of the tran= 

sition matrix elements for scalar theoryy vector theory with vector coupling~ 

and pseudoscalar theory with pseudovector couplinge For pseudoscalar coup-

ling~ it is possible to generalize the P=P potential to its relativistic 

form using the equivalence between pseudovector and pseudoscalar coupling 

pointed out by Nelson5. The equiva1ence theorem gives for the potential 

the result 

The calculation can then be carried out using this type of interaction. 

However~ it will be shown that for pseudoscalar coupling, processes occur 



in the production of mesons which cannot be described in terms of a potential 

interaction and which give the largest contribution to the matrix elemente 

A treatment on the basis of a potential model therefore is not justified. 

For such a theory the methods of third order perturbation theory should 

give more reliable results. These phenomenological calculations are made 

in the center-of mass system and are restricted to energies near threshold» 

io e .. ~ less than 400 Mev for the incident nucleon in the laboratory system. 

An additional important effect which has been ignored in these calcu-

lations must be considered before comparison with experiment can be made. 

In the ordinary approach to the problem of meson production9 the approxi-

mation is made of replacing the wave functions of the initial and final 

nucleons by plane waves. This approximation is fairly good for the initial 

nucleons since it is equivalent to the use of Born approximation in high 

energy scattering. However, because of the large amount of energy carried 

off by the meson in its rest mass~ the final nucleons are moving slowly~ 

particularly near threshold. lt was pointed out by EftW. Hart and Dr. 

Geoffrey Chew tbat as a consequence of this it is possible~ if the final 

nucleons are a neutron and a proton, deuteron may be formed. In addition~ 

even if the nucleons do not form a deuteron, use of the plane wave ap-

proximation for the final nucleons gives very inaccurate results. In 

Section IV these effects are considered and shown to be important. 

II Third O:r·der Field-Theoretic Calculation of Transition Matrix Elements 

The third order matrix element may be written down directly using 

6 the methods of Feynman and Dyson. A Feynman-Dyson diagram for meson 

production is given in Figure 1., Seven ~dditional diagrams may be ob

tained for emission of the meson by the three other nucleons and.for 

corresponding diagrams in which the two initial or final nucleons are 



interchahgedo The matrix element for the diagram of Figo 1 is 

f.,.(rP) 2 t(3)[(u~!f:'A 1 Iff 

I, ' (p1=q~ ~ ~iM 
1 2 * v where u,..~ ·~ ~ 0for 5(III) a~d ~ o5 0«ofor PsPs(III); 

~ ~ ~o Y 5f (P 4 = P2).y Dyand ~:: ~., t5iq-v /r.yfor PsoPv(III)' 

~ ~ t? ~ ¥-.for V o V {III) ; ~; :;:: f ~ 
0 
for S (III) 9 Ps .. Ps (III) lJ and 

PsoPv(III); and~~~ for VoV(III)e We use the symmetrical isotopic 

spin notation7 f'A'I). :: f1 j 1 + r212 t f:31j+f41J;." Charge symmetry requires 

that r1 ~ r2 ~ {:2/2f9 the use of both r
3 

and f
4 

corresponds to two choices 

of sign for the coupling of neutral mesons to nucleons 9 since the expec= 

tation value of 1J is positive for a neutron and negative· for a proton9 

while the expectation value of 14 is positive for both nucleon stateso 

The seven additional matrix elements can be obtained by various permu~ 

tations of P19 P211 P33 and P 4 and changes of' the sign of ~· These matrix 

elements are approximately in the center=of=mass system 

f~(rf) 2 [t*(3)-t"'~J>u1 '+(l~l 'f*(4)1?rr
2 

t<2J /(2~JA 5) 

where u1 :;; U2 ~ 1 9 5(III) 3 Ut=l9 Uz := CJ· P2 ?/JJf9 PsoPs(III)-' 

ul : cr .. 3~. pt! f' MlJ u2 : (). pfMlJPs-Ptr(III) ~ ul ~ F5./.tjt 9 u2 : 1 ,\) v oV (III) 0 

The total transition matrix elements given by these expressions~ squared 

and averaged over the spins of the nucleons are given by the expressions 

1Hj_rl 2 :. G
6 
III/(2M2f- 5) 5 (III) ,q Ps,.Ps (III) 

:; u6III/(2M2r 5) (I~/ 2Jr2) PsoPv(III) 9 VoV(III) 

where the values of G6
111 

for the various theories and processes are given 

in Table I., It is apparent that the results are sensitive to the relative 

* We shall in what follows refer to the 3rd order computations for scalarl) 
pseudoscalar with pseudoscalar or pseudovector coupling_~ and vector 
theory with vector coupling as 5 (III)~ Ps.,Ps (III) .1' PsoPv(III) .9 and 
VoV(III) respectivelyo 



choice of sign for the coupling of neutral mesons to neutrons and protons~ 

since the 

choice of 

use of f
3 

with r
4 

set equal to zero corresponds to the opposite 

sign for the couplings,~~ while the us~ of £'4 with r
3 

::: 0 cor~ 

responds to the same choice of sign of the couplings6 It is interesting 

to observe that the only theory which predicts production of neutral mesons 

in P-P collisions with a cross section comparable with that for charged 

mesons is PsoPs(III)o For the other theories cancellations occur between 

matrix elements corresponding to emission of the final meson by the initial 

or final nucleons which make the cross section the order of ~/M) 2 
smaller 

than for charged productiono 



III Phenomenological Calculation of Production 

In this type of calculation9 we assume that the process of production 

can be described by meson emission preceded or followed by the nucleon~nucleon 

scatteringo ThisD however 9 is not quite true since virtual processes occur 

which cannot be described in terms of such a separationo An analysis of the 

process considered as taking place in third order indicates three basic ways 

in which a typical process can take place. These are 

(1) p -1+ pt +w'--7P' + Ps 
1 

(2) pl -1+ p2 -7 p2 + pt +C-V' ~ pt -~;p3 l-7P3+P4+"' 

(3) p2 + P' +wn--7p + P4+ w +CJ' 2 

It is clear that the virtual meson (w') exchange in processes (1) and (2) is 

analogous to that which occurs in scattering; therefore the exchange can be 

replaced by the effects of the potential which predicts the scatteringo However 9 

in process (3) the real meson (cv) is emitted between the emission and reabsorp-

tion of the virtual mesono Such a process cannot occur in the scattering of 

real nucleons; therefore its effect cannot be given in terms of the potential 

modelo However 9 it can be shown rather easily that such processes will give a 

rather small contribution9 at least for theories in which negative energy 

states are not important for the virtual nucleons. The energy denominator for 

these matrix elements is given by 

1/ (Eo ~ Enl} (Eo = E'2) 

where E0 is the total energy and E'l and E• 2 are the energies of the two inter

mediate stateso These denominators are (ignoring negative energy states) for 

processes (1) and (2) 
\ 

1/(Ec/2, ~ E4 =<On) (E
0

.,. 2E4) ~ lj(wj2- '-"') C:..U 

and for process (3) 
......, 

l/(Eof2 = E4 ~ wn) (E
0
/2 = W= (.c_)f = E3) = 1/(w/2 = wt )(- wj2 ~ cv') 



Now since near threshold the energy w n of the virtual mesons is much larger 

than the energy w of the real meson, these are approximately ~1/ww' f'or (1) 

and (2}a and 1/w v2 for (3).. Therefore the contribution from process (3) is 

smaller than the contribution from processes (1) and (2) in the ratio w /2 £.c.)t .. 

Since the momentum of the virtual meson is equal to the difference of the 

momentum of the initial and final nucleons which at threshold is about (~M)1/2 9 
the ratio w /2 wn is about l/2(~/M)1/2 which is about 20 percent.. This contribu-

tion is negligible only i~ the ratio of the masses of the meson and nucleon is 

small~ actually an error of the order of 20 percent in the matrix element can be 

expected if this term is ignoredg A further error arises from the neglect of 

negative energy states for the virtual nucleons$ however 9 because of the large-

ness of the energy denominators for such processes 9 the contribution is negligible 

for all theories except for pseudoscalar coupling.. This case will be discussed in 

detail below .. 

We now consider processes leading from the initial state of two nucleons 

to the final state of two nucleons and a meson .. This can take place in two ways 9 

either through a scattering of the two initial nucleons followed by the meson 

emission8 or with the order of these events reversed .. We therefore have for the 

matrix element 

) ci? dtV [r;ct,~ )H(ij)1v) IV' (i?»tn)] J a.? d1v [ rv * (;D:u) SI(:bxtv) l(I(tol' )] /Eo-E' 

+ )ai a_t, ['r/'(i91u) sii(l91~)V/' (Z:Dtn~ J d-; a1v['I'*H (tDiv) H(f9fv)'f1 (r:tu~/E0-E" 
In this expression s1 and SJ:I are the potentials describing the interaction of' the 

initial and final nucleons 9 H is the operator f'or meson emissionD and E' and E~ 

are the energies of the two intermediate states.. The energy denominators are 

E
0

- Et =:P1
2/2M = P2

2/2M- pv1
2j2M = (P0

2 
= pv 2)/M 

Eo"" E'u =Po2/M = pw2/M ... w 



Ao Scalar meson theory2 vector meson theory 

We shall now consider the case of two initial protons P19 P2 going into 

a final neutron N3 9 proton P4 and positive meson q .. For this case we have the 

scattering before meson emission in the P=P potential and the scattering after 

emission in the N=P potential.. If we take scalar coupling for the meson9 then 

H-=: fA,..,A e:xp(=iqor)/(2c.;)1/ 2 

The case of vector coupling can be considered simultaneously since the coupling 

is 

H = fA,_A 7 </> (/) 
. ll ll 

where Jl is the 4=vector formed from the Dirac matriceso This coupling is 
ll 

approximately for longitudinally polarized mesons 

r/tl- 1~1/p. exp (~iqof)/(2;t.J) 1/2 

if corrections of the order of v/c for the nucleons are ignoredD Therefore we 

can obtain this result from that for scalar theory by multiplying the matrix 

·• We find for the matrix element for S(phen) 

\ 

=(2:)1/2£ 2 M(l = p ) (X3*J-o (~ + P4)Al). (X4* ;j.-.,. {~4 of' ~J) X2) 
g pp 12 (2 w)l/2(p

1
2 _ p 

4
2) (!l'2 + (i\ + -p 

4
)2 ) 

+(2)112r g2 . c1 = P ) (1 '* P34 <X9 "'t1H !4* X2) 
NP 12 2 c ~172 c 2 c··=' ·~ ·)2 ·)·· 

2WJ W !l + pl + p 4 

Near threshold 9 Pt>> P
3 

or P4o We can also disregard p.2 relative to P1
2 

.. 

We then note that (l=P12) (l+P34) (}(3 * X2) (X4*.X1) = 0.. Therefore the second 

te:rm of the matrix element vanishes 9 and the expression simplifies; to 

= f gpp2 (l-Pl2)(~*o-opl_xl)(~*o- .. PlX2)/M ll4 (p.)l/2 

where we have set P1
2
/2M = !l/2 and c.J= li-D which are their values at threshold .. 

*We shtlll refer to .the phenomenological treatl!l~nt of scalar 9 vector 9 and p§leudo
scalar theory with pseudovector coupling as S(phen) 9 VeV(phen)o and PsoPv(phen}, 
:respectivelyo 



A similar expression is obtained for an initial neutron and proton going 

into two final protons and a mesonG For processes involving the scattering of two 

neutrons, the result depends on the choice of the N~N interactionG However, in the 

absence' of any direct information, we shall assume that this is the same as the 

P=P j.nteractionG The results for these processes are then identical with those 

given above., 

For the production of neutral mesons, the analysis is similar to tha:t 

given hereG In this case 0 however 9 the nucleon charge is unchanged by the meson 

emission, and the scattering takes place before and after emission in the same 

potentialG We find that cancellation occurs between the terms representing 

scatterin~ before or after emission so that a zero cross-section is predicted for 

neutral mesons in either N-P or P-P collisions. 

B. Pseudoscalar meson with pseudovector coupling 

. The analysis for pseudovector coupling can be ca:rried out in an e:xact;ly 

similar w~. Here we have 
..A A ·· · · ~ ~ ·· -1/2 

H = 1" 1" o-•q/IJ. e:x-p(-iqor)/(2 t.J) 

This gives for the production of charged mesonsg 

~f(l=Pl2) (gpp 2 (X.3 *e~•qa-•PlX~*o-<>Pl-\)/1!2 -gNP 2 (l+Pz34) (~'h-qA;_) (..4*X'2J)/Mf!3(p.)l/2 

For neutral me.sons from N-P collisions j we have the matrix element 

gNP2 f3(1-Pl2p34)(..)(4'h·-..qX2) (~ *~)j~4(2~i/2 
and for P-P collisions tile result is again zeroo 

c. Pseudoscalar meson ~~th pseudoscalar coupling 

For the case of pseudoscalar coupling, we have 

H = rA.-P- X; exp(-iq•~)/(2 cv) 1
/

2 

We shall now use the relativistic generalization of the P-P potential, which 

is 



Since negative energy states are important with this form of interaction.!> we 

must reconsider the energy d-enominators in their relativistic formo If the 

intermediate nucleon is in a negative energy state.!> its energy is approximately 

equal to the negative of its rest mass.!> and we have for the energy denominators 

for processes (1) and {2) approximately 1/2~ and for process (3} -l/2Mc.i.. We 

aiso must consider the behaviour of the matrix elements descri'bing the emission 

and reabsorption of the mesons .. For transitions between positive energy statesD 

(~) (fsY,;.__(v/c) 2 where v is the velocity of the nucleons. For transitions 

to and from negative energy states 8 (is) (Ys) is about 1. Combining these 

results we find for the approximate magnitude of the matrix elements 

Processes (if and (2) 2(v/c)2/wt.J -l/2M4.17 (fl./M)112 = .40/2McJ (t;;ans
itions to positive energy states) 

Process (3) l/2MtJ (transition to negative energy state) 

We see therefore that near threshold we cannot neglect the non=potential like 

terms corresponding to process {3) with the virtual nucleon undergoing transitions 

to' negative energy states» since they give the largest contribution to the matrix 

eiement.. We must refer to .the third order perturba·tion theory results for a 

more adequate description ·or the process for the anomalous case of pseudoscalar 

coupling .. 

D.. Summary of results for phenomenological calculation 

The squares of the magnitudes of the matrix elements given by the 

application of the phenomenological method to the meson production probjem ara 

given by 

21. 2 q I P, 

S(phen) 

Ps .. Pv(phen)g VeVo(phen) 

where the values of G6h. are listed in Table II. A comparison of these results 
p en 

with those obtained in Section II by the third order c~lculation for the pro-

duction of charged mesons is given in Table III.. It is apparent that the results 



·'' 

obtained by these two methods are approximately equal for not unreasonable 

choices of the coupling constants. The use of symmetric theory in which 

f :: £3 and f 4 is set equal to zero~ however~ would predict a zero eros s section 

for S(III) and V"V(III). It is certainly not necessary., however., that such a 

choice of the coupling constants be made. 

IV, Effects of interaction of Final Nucleons 

For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case of two initial protons 

leading to a final neutron., proton» and positive mesono In the calculations 

described in Sections II and III, we have made the approximation of representing 

the wave function of the final nucleons by plane waves. This is equivalent to 

using the Born approximation to describe the nucleon-nucleon scattering. How-

ever~ near threshold where the final nucleons have low energies, the scattering 

into these final states is poorly represented by the Born approximation applied 

to the potentials. ·The calculations can be done in a more satisfactory way if 

the actual wave function of 1he final nucleons is used. We can then resolve 

this into plane waves by the relation 

\VF(r j = J o< k exp (ik•r) dJ! 
where 

c< k = l/(27T)
3 r '{F (r) exp(-iil•t) d1 

The calculations which we have made can then be considered to represent one of 

the Fourier components of this momentum distributiono We can represent the 

transition matrix element vmich leads from the initial state to the final state 
' . ~ 

in which we have plane outgoing waves of relative momentum by Mif(K)o The 

transition matrix element to a state 1/f (zt) then will be given by the expression 
F 

Hif = f ~ olk ~f(J1) 
If we wish further to separate the final state into singlet and triplet spin states, 

we must consider separately the matrix elements of Mif(~) leading to these spin 

states. 



If we insert the definition of~k~ we have 

~f = 1/(2 71)
3 § dfdl! exp(-iit•t) f"F(~) Mif(lt) 

Now if we define 

l/(2~?r )3 r ~ exp(-i'i~t) Mif(k) = M'if(f) 

then we have for the matrix element 

Hif. =· f 'f F (?) M>f (It) d? 

= 'YF(faverage) f M'if(i') d/ 

= fF("/- average) .Mif(O) 

where 'V,F(~ ) is the value of the final wave function at an average value of 1. . av 
''7. 

This separation can be made more acceptable if we note that M'if(r) must be 
-T . . . 

large only for r considerably less than the range of the forces since the 

large momentum transfers necessary for meson production lead to a rather 

singular form forM' (1). 
if 

-~ 

Then, since for low energy nucleons .iJ yr (r) is 
F . 

slowly varying over a region of the size of the meson Compton wave length/) 

. -+ 
the result will not be sensitive to the particular value of r.av' as long as 

~ av is considerably less than n/llc• The author wishe:s to thank Dr. Geoffrey 

Chew for suggesting the possibility of such a simple separation of the effects 

of the interaction of the final nucleons. 

This simple result can be applied to the problem of interest. If we 

wish to calculate the probability that a deuteron is formed/) we can take the 

expectation value of the transition matrix element Mif(O) between the initial 

state of arbitrary spin and the final triplet state, and multiply this by the 

deuteron wave function evaluated at ~ • Similarly, if we wish to include the 
av 

effects of the interaction of the slowly moving final nucleons in a singlet or 

triplet state, we multiply the appropriate values of the matrix elements by the 

singlet or triplet wave functions evaluated at 1 . We shall use the approximate av 

wave functions for a square we114 of range 1.53xlo~13cm, triplet depth Vt of 



52.9 Mev, singlet depth V of 41.,1 Mev. This gives simple analytic expressions 
s 

for the wave functions of the deuteron and of the unbound system of neutron and 

proton of low relative momentum., The use of this non-singular potential may 

underestimate the magnitude oi: the wave functions for small separations; however • 

the results will not be qualitatively incorrect. The approximate wave functions 

are 

1/f D (r) = sin((MVt)
1
/

2
r)/r ((ME ~) 1/2/2 ~l/2 

nrt (r) = sin((M(Vt - Ef))1/
2r)/r (M(E. t _tEf))-l/

2 

Y 11 S ,s ~s 

where £ 11 £ are the singlet or triplet binding energy (in magnitude) and 
s t 

Ef is the energy of the final nucleons. The magnitude of these wave functions 

is quite insensitive to the choice of 1 for1 less than n/~c; for simplicity 
av av 

we shall evaluate them at 1- equal to zero. We then have av 

"'{!D (0) = (Mvt)l/2 ((M£t)l/2j2?r)l/2 

tV tbs (o) =- ((vt,s + EF)/(E.t,s _.,_ EF) >
112 

It is apparent from these results that the value of the matrix element is 

considerably increased by the factor f F(O) near threshold, vrhere the final 

nucleon energy E is considerably less than the well depth of about 50 Mev. 
f 

The factor 

<vs,t Ef)/( C. s., t + Ef) 

only approaches one for Ef>> V; this condition is not satisfied until the 

incident nucleon energies are the order of a Bev. At 350 Mev where the final 

nucleon energy varies from 0 to about 25 Mev11 this factor varies from about 2 

to 25 for the triplet state and from 2 to about 600 for the singlet state. 

This has the effect of raising the cross section by a factor of about 3 or 4., 

The effects of the interaction of the final nucleons therefore clearly are 

large and cannot be ignored., 



• 
V Calculation of Differential Cross-Section 

We shall consider the specific case of production of positive mesons 

in P=P collisions., The generalization to other oases can easily be made., To 

the approximation used in these calculations~ the differential cross section 

in the oenter=of-mass coordinate system for the production of two nucleons and a 

meson in a nucleon~nucleon collision is given by the expression 

do-jdJ1dT =2(2)J/Z~~-t(T(Tm~T))1/2 r Hiff 
2 /(47r)3~ 

where T is the meson kinetic energy9 Tm is the maximum meson kinetic energy. 

and H is the transition matrix element including the effects discussed in 
if 

Section IV of the interaction of the final nucleons., Using the results of 

that sectionD we can write 

I Hir/
2 =I~ (ho)Mif(o)(triplet)l

2 +Irs (l-=o)Mif(o)(singlet)j
2 

where Mif(O)(triplet) is the transition matrix element to a triplet state calcuo• 

lated in Sections II and IIID evaluated at zero relative momentum for the final 

nuoleons 8 similarly for Mif(o)(singlet)., Substituting the values for the wave 

functions, this becomes (setting Ef = Tm ~ T) . 

do-/d.Adt =· 2(i)1/2M2tJ.(T(Tm~T))1/2 (1Mif(p)(triplet)j 2 (Vt + ~- T)/(£t + Tm- T) 

-* .,M.f(O)(singlet)j
2(v -r. T = T)/(l. t T = T)) 

J. s m · s m 

The values of' M
1
f'(o)(triplet) and M

1
f(O)(singlet) are given in Table IV., The 

. .. 6 6 . . 
relation between the constants GIII and Gphen and the coupling constants f 8 f'39 

and.r4 is given in Tables I and IIe 

The total cross section then is (dropping small terms in £/T and 
m 

(I ~f(o) (triplet} 12 

1Mif(o)(singlet)j
2 

We can now use this cross section ignoring the possibility of' deuteron f'or.mation 

to estimate the values of the coupling conste.nts., If' we assume a cross section 



-28 2 . at 350 Mev of 2 x 10 em ~th the corresponding maximum value of the meson 

kinetic energy in the center-of-mass system of 24.8 Mev. the corresponding 

- -- 6 3 6 3 -
values of the constants GIII/(4~) and Gphe~(4~) are given in Table V. The 

values of the coupling constants f • £3• and :t 
4 

calculated from these values 

of G
6/(47r)

3 
g by the relation given in Tables I and II are given in Table VI. 

For comparison the values of the coupling constants adjusted to agree with 
- . 4 - - --

the magnitude of P~P scattering at 350 Mev (about 25 millibarns) are also 

given. It is apparent that the coupling constants predicted by these two 

processess meson production and high energy scattering.~~ are well within the 

same order of magnitude. Conversely we can conclude that any of the 3rd order 

or phenomenological results can correctiy predict the order of magnitude of the 

meson production cross section$ for not unreasonable choices of the coupling 

constants. 

- Finally we must consider the additional process which can contribute 

to meson production, the formation of a deuteron and a meson in a proton-

proton collision. The cross section can be calculated easily; we have 

dcr-/d.n. = IMi:t(o)(triplet) fn (r = o) I~ Mq!-L~ 1r
2 

P0 ) 

112 --112 .2. I -3 
= 1Mif(o)(triplet)j2 4(2) (Tmt:t) Vt m-!-L,(47r) 

Using the values of the matrix elements given in Table IV the cross sections 

are 

do-/d.ll = (Girr.phen/4 7'f)
3 (~1!)3/2 6.66 x lo-

26 
cm

2 Ps•Pv(III), Ps•Pv(phen) 

2 / ' 3 . I /, 1/2 -26 2 
(G III 4 7r) (Tn{ !1) 2 .• 22 x 10 em Ps•Ps (rr:i:) 

At 350 Mev.~~ using the values of the constants G2/47r given in Table Vs the total 

cross sections for fonnation of a deuteron and a meson are 

a- = 5.23 x 10~28 cm2 

2.57 x lo-28 cm2 

PsoPv(IIi)s Ps•Pv(phen) 

Ps•Ps (III) 



These cross sections are about the same size as those in which the final nucleons 

-28 2 
are not bound (assumed to be Z x 10 em ) ., 

The differential cross sections at 350 Mev for proton-proton production 

of positive mesons are given in Figs., 2 and 3 for scalar theory and pseudoscalar 

theory with pseudovector coupling.. For comparison the cross sections obtained 

when the Born approximation was made of treating the final nucleon wave functions 

as plane waves are also given (dashed curves)., The very striking effects of the 

interactions of the final nucleons are obvious., The variation of the total 

cross sections with energy is given in Table VII 0 including the contribution 

to the cross section when a deuteron is for.med. The normalization is again 

to a total cross section of 2 x l0-28 cm2 at 350 Mev for the production in which 

the two final nucleons are unbound., 

VI Conclusions 
. 1 . 

The experimental results of the Berkeley workers indicate that the 

cross section per nucleon for protons bombarding carbon is about 2 x lo-28 cm
2 

for both charged and neutral mesons. For protons bombarding free protons 9 the 

cross section is about the same for production of charged mesons 9 but appears 

to be perhaps an order of magnitude smaller for neutral meson.production., It 

is apparent from the results of Sections II 9 III~ and IV that the relative size 

of these cross sections is predicted successfully only by the third order and the 

phenomenological results for pseudoscalar mesons with pseudoveetor coupling., 

The phenomenological result for scalar and vector theory fails in that a zero 

cross section is predicted for production of neutral mesons in N~P collisions., 

The third order result for pseudoscalar theory with pseudoscalar coupling is 

of the right order of magnitude except for neutraL mesons produced in proton-

proton collisions~ where a cross section is predicted comparable vdth that for 

charged mesonss in contradiction with the experimental result., The 3rd order 



result for scalar and vector theories is peculiar in that the cross section for 

neutral mesons vanishes for neutron-proton collisions and also vanishes for 

charged mesons if £2 is taken equal to 1/2 £3
2 (see Table I) corresponding to 

the use of symmetrical theoryo It is interesting to observe that a small 

cross section is predicted for neutral meson production in proton-proton 

collisions by all of the theories except pseudoscalar theory with pseudo

scalar coupling.,· It is somewhat questionable9 however_, that such cancella ... 

tions as those which appear in these calculations are to be quantitatively 

believed since it is possible that higher order virtual effects would remove 

the cancellation which appears in lowest order8 .. 

The phenomenological calculations for pseudovector coupling are 

s·uccessful in predicting a sufficiently large cross section for agreement with 

experiment because an unsymmetrical choice of the neutron-proton and proton-

proton potentials was made., The calculation made by Marshak and Foldy used a 

symmetrical interaction and cancellations which occurred reduced the cross 

section by 2 or 3 orders of magnitude., It is not necessarily true 9 however, 

that all symmetrical theories would give a similar result.. A theory whi~h 

while symmetrical could also predict the high energy·nucleon=nucleon scattering 

would presumably give the same general features as the potential models used 

in these phenomenological calculations., It is interesting to note that the 

use of symmetrical theory in the third order calculation does predict correctly 

the general magnitudes of the cro s·s sections for pseudovector coupling but 

gives zero cross sections for scalar and vector ·theory .. 

The experiments of meson production by protons bombarding fre~ protons 

provide a good opportunity for verifying the detailed predictions of the 

differential energy spectra., The experimental results of Cartwright 9 et alD 

are shown in Fig., 4 in comparison with the predictions of pseudoscalar theory 

1 



with pseudovector coupling. It is apparent that agreement w.i th experiment can 

be obtained only if the effects of the interactions of the final nucleons are 

taken into account. The predicted fine s;tructure of the high energy peak 

resulting from the deuteron formation cannot be resolved vdth the present 

experimental data; presumably an improvement of experimental techniques will 

make it possible to test this prediction of the theory. 

The author wishes to thank Professor Robert Serber and Dro Ko M. 

Watson for many interesting discussions of the theoretical results derived 

in this paper. He also wishes to thank the experimental ~~rkers at Berkeley 

for continuous infor.mation about the preliminary results of their works and 

for aid in interpreting the experiments. 



N-P 

P-P 

Table I 

. 6 
Values of ~III for production of charged mesons.and neutral mesons 
of type 3 (coupled through r

3
) or of type 4 (coupled through T 4 )., 

S(III)~ V.V.(III) Ps.Ps(III) x tJ.3/16~ Ps.Pv(III)x(M/~) 2 
. - -· . --

...,+ !1 7T- f2(r2- 1/2 f32)2 f2(f2 + 1/2 f42)2 f2(f2 + 1/2 f32j2 

7T0(3) 0 Sf 2(f 2 _ f 2)2 
3 3 4 

Sf4f .2 
3 

?r0(4) 0 Sf 2 ((f 2 _ f 2) z + r4) 
4 3 4 

0 

?r+ f2(f2 - 1/2 f 2)2 
3 

2f2 (3f4 - f2f4 2 + 3/4 f4 4). r 2 (f2 + 1/2 f 
2

)
2 

3 

1{0 (3) 0 16f 2(f 2 +f 2)2 
3 3 4 

0 
·' 

7f(4) 0 16f 2(£ 2 + f 2)2 
4 3 4 0 

Table II 

Va. lues. of G
6
h · for production of charged mesons and neutral mesons 

p en 
of type 3 and type 4. 

s(phen) I> v. v. (phen) Ps.Pv(phen) 

Charged 2 Mil 2 2 
f ( li gpp) 2 ~ 2 2 )2 f ( 1-L gpp + gNP 

N"'"P 7(0 (3) 0 2f 2 ( 2~ )2 
3 gNP 

710(4) 0 0 

P-P r'(3) 0 0 

~(4) 0 0 



Table III 

Ratio of 3rd order to phenomenological matrix elements for production 
of charged mesons. 

Scalar • vector Pseudovector coupling 

Table IV 

Values of square of magnitude of transition matrix elements, for P-P 
production of positive mesons, evaluated at zero relative momentum for 
the final nucleons, leading ~- singlet and triplet spin state. All 
are to be multiplied by 1/2 Nf~5· 

S(III) S(phen)· V.V(III) v.v(phen) Ps.Ps (III Ps.Pv(III) !Ps.Pv(phen) 

llMi£(0) (triplet) 1
2
· 0 0 0 0 2/3 6 

GIII }~Ir2Tmill G~hen2Tm/ll 
'Mif(o)(singlet) 1

2 6 6 G~u2Tm/~ G6 2Tm/i 1/3 
6 0 Gur Gphen phen ~ GIII 

Table V 

Values of the constants Giii/4v and G~hex/4?7" to give a 'total cross 
section at 350 Mev of 2 x lo-28 cm2 for production of a positive meson~ 
neutron, and proton in a proton-proton collision, 

0 

S(III), S(phen) Ve V • (III)., V • V. (phen) Ps.Ps(III) Ps.Pv(III), PsoPv(phen) 

G2j4,7( .268 .379 o298 .453 

--

\ 



Table VI 

Values of the coupling constants r.r3o and f given by Tables I 0 II 0 

and V0 and also as predicted by P-P scatteri~g at 350 Mev .. 

Meson Production P-P Scattering 

1/3 
S(III)' 2 2 I 22- I (f (f - 1 2 f 3 ) ) '47{ = o268 

2 2 
(f3 + f4 )/4~= .,283 

S(phen) 
2 

f /41Y = .. 273 

V .. V .. (III) 
2 . 2 2 2 1/3 2 2 

(f (f ' - 1/2 f ) ) /47T = .,379 (f 3 + f 4 )/47T= .. 283 
3 ' 

v .. v .. (phen) f 2/47T = .540 

Ps .. Ps(III) 
" 2 4 2 2 4 2) 1/3 

(f (3f - f f 4 + 3/4 f 4 .. ) /4?1= 3., 79 2/ f 47r ........ 6 

Ps .. Pv(III) (f
2

(f2 +. 1/2 f 2)
2
·)

1
/

3
/47r= 

. . 2 2 
.. 128 (f + f )/47r =.0418 

3 3 4 . 

Ps .. Pv(phen} r 2/47r= .,167 

Mev 

290 

325 

350 

375 

Table VII 

Variation with energy of total cross se(ition for positive meson produc
tion in P-P collisions, in units of l0-28 cm2• The columns headed 
Unbound are for production leading to a neutron, proton, and meson; 
those headed Deuteron are for production leading to a deuteron and a 
meson. 

Scalar Vector Ps .. Ps. Ps.Pv. 
Unbound Unbound Unbound Deuteron Unbound Deuteron 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 .. 10 ' 0.,64 0 .. 83 2.05 0 .. 35 2.,64 

2.,00 2.00 2., 00 2.,57 2.,00 5 .. 23 

3.,08 4.51 3 .. 48 3.07 5.16 8.,89 
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Fig. 1 Feynroan-Dys0n diagram for meson production by nucleon-nucleon 
collisions in lowest order. The solid lines represent the 
nucleons, the dashed lines represent mesons. 

Fig. 2 Differential cross section at 350 Mev for production of positive 
scalar mesons in proton-proton collisions. The solid curve ina 
eludes the effects of the interactions of the final particles; 
the dashed curve is the result of the calct~ations using Born 
approximation throughout. 

Fig. 3 Differential cross section for production of positive pseudo
scalar mesons with pseudovector coupling in proton-proton col
lisions. The delta function representing deuteron formation 
is averaged over a 5 Mev energy interval. 

Fig. 4 Comparison of the experimental results of Cartwright, et. al., 
for production of positive .mesons by 340 Mev protons bombarding 
free protons. The curve is in the laboratory system for mesons 
produced in the direction of the proton beam. 
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